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Digital Dice: Computational Solutions to Practical Probability ProblemsPrinceton Press, 2008
"Paul Nahin's Digital Dice is a marvelous book, one that is even better than his Duelling Idiots. Nahin presents twenty-one great probability problems, from George Gamow's famous elevator paradox (as corrected by Donald Knuth) to a bewildering puzzle involving two rolls of toilet paper, and he solves them all with the aid...
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Frommer's Portugal (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Centuries ago, Portugal was a pioneer of worldwide exploration. Until recently, however, it was never as successful in attracting visitors to its own shores. Outside of greater Lisbon, the Algarve, and the island of Madeira, Portugal remained unknown and undiscovered by the mainstream visitor for many decades.


	Today’s...
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The Superhero BookVisible Ink Press, 2004

	
		Modern mythology leaps into the popular culture from the pages of comic books and now propels the astounding growth of the graphic novel. Aimed at the genesis, The Superhero Book is the ultimate A-to-Z compendium of everyone’s favorite overachievers in the pitched battle between good and evil. With 300 entries examining more...
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Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions, and InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The growing flood of new experimental data generated by genome sequencing has provided an impetus for the development of automated methods for predicting the functions of proteins that have been deduced by sequence analysis and lack experimental characterization.


	Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions and Interactions presents...
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Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe® InDesign® CS6, a powerful design and production application

	that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional

	graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color

	documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a range of...
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Sketchbook Pro Digital Painting EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create stunning professional grade artwork using Sketchbook Pro


	Overview

	
		Discover tricks and techniques that will help you make the most out of Sketchbook Pro
	
		Packed with practical examples that help you create expressive sketches ranging from cartoons to portraits
	
		A...
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Big Data Made Easy: A Working Guide to the Complete Hadoop ToolsetApress, 2014

	Many corporations are finding that the size of their data sets are outgrowing the capability of their systems to store and process them. The data is becoming too big to manage and use with traditional tools. The solution: implementing a big data system.


	As Big Data Made Easy: A Working...
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PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...
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Building Python Real-Time Applications with StormPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to process massive real-time data streams using Storm and Pythonâ€•no Java required!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Apache Storm and the Python Petrel library to build distributed applications that process large streams of data
	
		Explore sample applications in real-time and analyze...
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Java Image Processing Recipes: With OpenCV and JVMApress, 2018

	
		Quickly obtain solutions to common Java image processing problems, learn best practices, and understand everything OpenCV has to offer for image processing. You will work with a JVM image wrapper to make it very easy to run image transformation through pipelines and obtain instant visual feedback. This book makes heavy use of the...
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Asset Attack Vectors: Building Effective Vulnerability Management Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2018

	
		Build an effective vulnerability management strategy to protect your organization’s assets, applications, and data.

	Today’s network environments are dynamic, requiring multiple defenses to mitigate vulnerabilities and stop data breaches. In the modern enterprise, everything connected to the network is a...
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UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...
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